We present numerical studies on the switching characteristics of a fiber Bragg grating (FBG) with modulation in the third order nonlinear index of refraction along it's length. The FBG is operating in a continuous wave regime (CW). This study was done taking into account the possible asymmetry brought by the non harmonic modulation of the nonlinearity, leading to different reflection and transmission characteristics, that depend on the direction of propagation along the modulated nonlinear FBG. This phenomenon may be useful for applications like an optical isolator. It was found that for a set of values of the modulation parameter, the FBG can exhibit multistable states. The numerical studies were obtained starting from the coupled-mode equations solved from the coupled-mode theory and simulated using the fourth-order Runge-Kutta method.
Introduction
Fiber Bragg gratings (FBG) are used for several purposes: in sensor applications and optical communications, like optical wavelength-division-multiplexer (WDM) systems, dispersion compensation schemes and nonlinear switching [1] . The presence of nonlinear effects (XPM and SPM) affects deeply the transmission and reflection characteristics, leading to the existence of bistability [2] . Bistability is a fundamental phenomenon for nonlinear switching in nonlinear fiber Bragg gratings (NLFBG). It arises when there are matching conditions between the coupling functions, detuning from Bragg resonance and nonlinearity. Although the properties of uniform and nonuniform FBG are well known, the NLFBG, as proposed in this paper, can be implemented in optical systems as a nonlinear switching device or as a filter with high efficiency. Periodically modulation of a NLFBG has also been proposed early, but it was never been studied widespread yet [3] . For dense WDM (DWDM) is necessary to have extreme high rejection of the non-resonant light in order to eliminate the crosstalk between information channels [4] . For applications such as add-drop filters, is important that the grating response to be less than -30 dB from the maximum reflection. Because of these requirements the study of nonlinear apodized gratings was included in this paper. We also present numerical studies of the reflection, transmission and all-optical switching characteristics from the modulated nonlinear FBG's obtained from computational simulations.
Theory

Coupled-Mode Equations
Assume a L length low loss fiber which the linear refractive index can be written as:
where   index term, so that the polarization density due to a single monochromatic beam of field strength E is:
where n 2 (z) is the nonlinear index function. Assuming that the periodic variation of n 2 (z) along the grating can be written as:
Copyright © 2012 SciRes. JEMAA is the nonlinear modulation wave number). Furthermore, for 0   and N is an odd integer, the grating is symmetric. Near the Bragg resonance frequency, we can write the electrical field as a sum of the propagating and counter-propagateing waves:
where β = n 0 ω/c is the propagation constant, 
with nonlinear coupling function explicitly written as:
where in (5) and (6) denotes the total derivative d d , 
Bi-and Multi-Stability
Optical bistability arises in a distributed feedback structures with some loss or nonlinearity in it. It is well known that fiber Bragg gratings has a threshold for bistability. Optical bistability occurs when the detuning parameter, coupling parameter and nonlinearity function values matches a certain condition. This is important to realize nonlinear switching in FBG's at a desired wavelength. The Figure 1(a) shows the parameters of the switching (state I  ) intensity in the first critical intensity (in the S-shape curve) and (state I  ) second critical intensity (in the S-shape curve).
The most important parameter is the difference between the intensity I  from first critical intensity of the S-shape curve and the intensity I  from second one. We to provide a secure gap between switching intensity states) with minimal values for I  (in order to realize switching in low intensity regime). The dashed curve in Figure 1 (a) is well known as an unstable region in all bistable devices [6] . In the observed bistability behavior, we refer to  bistability state, when optical intensity is coming from low intensities and  bistability state when optical intensity is coming from high intensities as pictured in Figure 1 (a). We show bistability curves from NLFBG's for different nonlinear modulation wave number N in Figure 1 . The characteristics must take into account on bistability states and carry a subindex representing the bistability state. Then T H  stands for transmission characteristics in the  bistability state. Due the nonlinear system characteristic, the grating responses depends on the input intensity. Obviously for small input intensities the NLFBG acts like a linear grating. Furthermore due to possible asymmetry brought by nonharmonic modulation of the nonlinear refractive index, the transmission and reflection responses may be propagation direction dependent. Following reference [7] the strong grating is present when the coupling parameter multiplied for the normalized grating length kL * ~ 6. For this kind of grating, multistable states may occur. As shown in Figure 2 .
For strong nonlinear gratings we define the  state for intensities coming from lower intensities (linear regime). The  state stands for intensities coming from upper intensities, i.e., the most distant stable state from the  state. For multistable gratings there is no reason in looking for   since one might have several critical intensities.
Numerical Procedure
Exact numerical solutions for Equations (5) and (6) can be found using a forth-order Runge-Kutta method or predictor-corrector methods. The calculation must be done from final to beginning of the NLFBG, so it must be done a transformation of a boundary condition problem into an initial conditions one. Since the method requires initial value points at the same position  ; F(L * ) = F L* and B(L*) = 0, [8] . Bi and multi-stability intensity curves in Figure 1 were made varying the transmitted intensity F L* and collecting initial input intensities for a fixed detuning parameter. One must be careful to provide points enough in the mesh to assure the effective modulation of     in Equations (5) (5) and (6) . This procedure leads to two conserved quantities [7] .
where F L* is the output electrical field. Then reflection responses may be obtained dividing Equation (8) by the input intensity to give:
Results and Discussions
All calculations were done simulating a L = 10 mm length grating centered in 1550 nm. The coupling function   k  for gratings is a 5 mm full width at half maximum Gaussian function. First let's see what occurs when a monochromatic beam propagates in nonlinear gratings. In Figure 3 one show reflection responses in both switching states for three different nonlinear parameter gratings. First thing to note is that the peak center is dislocated from the matching condition 0   in the linear case. This dislocation is higher as γ increases.
  was used to save input intensities from the calculations. Here j δβ , is the detuning parameter index and j T is the discrete transmitted intensities index. Other matrixes were used to keep both the propagating and counter-propagating complex fields. The |H T | 2 transmission and |H R | 2 reflection responses curves for a fixed input intensity can be obtained doing an interpolation on the matrix , T I J J    Furthermore, with the increment of the nonlinear parameter the reflection characteristic peak in  bistability state is reduced followed by a decrease in the grating bandwidth. This behavior is also presented in the increase of the  state. Furthermore, the ratio between the  and  state bandwidths increases with γ.   so that the transmission curves are the contour-lines of a 3D matrix plot. Here the transmission and reflection responses stand for absolute square of the grating transmission and reflection functions respectively. In addition, transmitted intensities can be obtained directly from bistability curves for each detuning. For harmonic generation or by the more general
Nonlinear Modulation Amplitude
We begin our study varying A, from a small perturbation Figure 4(a) ), this can be justified due to the different critical intensity values shown in the bistability curve (see Figure 1(b) ). The same happens in characteristics present appreciable difference when A is varied as seen in Figure 5 . When intensity grows, the reflectivity peak is leading to decrease (increase) in modulated NLFBG's on () bistability state compared with regular NLFBG's as shown in Table 1 . The bandwidth of the grating decreases (increases) for modulated gratings. For reflection filter applications the uniformity of the reflectivity peak is needed to provide an unvarying filtered intensity in both bistability states. In that case the relation between |H max | 2 /|H max | 2 must be close to one. 
Nonlinear Modulation Wave Number
There are some different cases when the nonlinear modulation wave number variation is considered: 1) when N < 1; 2) when N is very large; 3) when items above are not satisfied.
When N is too small 1), there is no periodic modulation of nonlinearity, instead there is a profile of nonlinearity. When N is very large 2), it is expected that the periodic modulation looks like as a fast fluctuation around the unmodulated value γ 0 , since the sin-function average is zero. Under this view, we expect precisely small dependence on switching parameters for high N. When item 3) holds, one should expect, the periodic modulation regime. There is a linear dependence on the switching parameters of the A parameter. This can be seen from Figures 6(a) and (b) where critical intensity I  and delta of critical intensities respectively are plotted versus N for some values of A (gratings with φ = 0). In those cases the variation of N with different A's presents a minimal value in N = 1. Figure 6(a) shows the critical intensity I  versus N. There is a minimum in these curves in N = 1, as N increases the I  value approaches the unmodulated gratings value γ 0 . This is an indication that condition (2) is obtained for N values around 7.
The Figures 7(a) and (b) shows the switching parameters dependence on nonlinear modulation wave number N for different φ-phased gratings. We can see from Figure 7(a) that the variation of N implies in damped like oscillation of the first critical intensity. Depending on the nonlinear modulation phase, φ, the oscillation presents first minimum or maximum in the function. For high value of N the first critical intensity value comes near the unmodulated NLFBG value. This is associated to the fact that high N-grating behaves as an unmodulated NLFBG. Note that when φ equals to π/2 or 3π/2 (for low N values), the first critical intensity differs from unmodulated nonlinear grating value. This is explained noting that for very low N the grating has a nonlinear function value 
Conclusions
In this work, numerical studies on the switching characteristics of a nonlinear fiber Bragg grating (NLFBG) with modulation in the third order nonlinear index of refracttion along it's length, operating in a continuous wave regime (CW) is presented. The dependence on the amplitude of modulation (A) of the switching parameters was found approximately linear and the inclination of the curves decreases with the increment of N (nonlinear modulation wave number) for N > 1. The high nonlinearity modulation wave numbers N is leading to modulated NLFBG act like an unmodulated NLFBG. In that configuration the periodic modulation is not perceived by the input light. The most interesting results related to N variation are in the range 0 -4. For N > 4 the switching properties of the grating approaches asymptotically to the properties of an unmodulated grating. If the grating is required for an efficient nonlinear switching application one can manufacture a grating with specific properties (critical intensities and δ  ) solely setting the modulation parameters (N, φ, A) at the fabrication time.
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